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Quilting Art Inspiration Ideas
Start on the path to art quilting success! For anyone inspired to make art quilts, this
visual reference will help you gain the practical tools and inspiration you need to
translate your ideas to fabric. Get an intro to surface design (including dyeing and
printing on fabric), embellishing quilts, working in a series, and quilting by hand and
machine, all from some of the biggest names in quilting arts, with step-by-step photos
and illustrations.
Quilting is a craft, rich with tradition and homespun, practical applications. But it’s also
an art--which, with needle, thread, fabric, and an idea, can give us a new way of looking
at, and wrapping ourselves in, the world. This book profiles twenty American
practitioners of that art, quilters whose fascinating, innovative work takes the craft one
step further and makes it into something new. These remarkable quilters describe their
inspiration and methods and show us several examples of their best work. Among them
are Jeanne Williamson, a celebrated mixed-media journal quilter; Pam Rubert, whose
large-scale quilts showcase her humor; Loretta Bennett, the youngest of the beloved
Gee's Bend quilters; Boo Davis, a hip crafter who pieces together quilts with heavymetal themes; Susan Else, who constructs whimsical quilted sculptures; Ai Kijima, a
Brooklyn-based artist influenced by Japanese anime; and Jane Burch Cochran, whose
folk-art quilts feature thousands of beads and buttons. Through personal conversations
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with the quilters, author Spike Gillespie gives us an inside, in-depth look at what
inspires each, what methods they use, and how their art has evolved. Along with these
close-up views of the quilter’s studio and process, each profile features firsthand tips
and inspirational advice. Quilting Art serves as an idea book for quilters, as well as a
gorgeous representation of the quilter’s art.
Secrets for quilting success are presented through a variety of techniques, exercises,
and insider tips to inspire novice quilters and experienced textile artists to make
genuine works of art. Simplifying the basic fundamentals of art and teaching the
underlying principles of the visual language, this guide explores texture, shape, line,
color, and value with examples and hands-on exercises. Essential principles--such as
focal point, balance, repetition, scale, and space--are paired with creativity exercises
while guest essays, guest artwork, and inspiring artwork from the author allow readers
t.
Presents twelve quilting projects inspired by modern, twentieth-century art, complete
with context and historical setting.
As both history and art, quilts help express the human experience and can lead quilters
to discoveries about themselves, about the past, and about artistic creation as a whole.
Quilts in the Attic features 30 heartwarming stories of great quilt discoveries—from
bidding on a breathtaking quilt at an estate auction in Virginia to uncovering a littleknown art form in France to finding and repairing a priceless heirloom quilt that had
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been used, neglected, and damaged, these stories from everyday stitchers and wellknown quilters alike reveal the mystery and meaning of the quilts we love.
Crafters are altering everything -- clothing, shoes, handbags, journals and much more.
They start with an existing item -- a cotton jumper or a jean jacket -- and embellish or
alter it in a variety of ways to make it something new. "Altered Art" is the newest trend
in the art and craft world. The first section of the book features tips and techniques that
show how to do various creative alterations on fabric: ripping, tearing, painting and
dyeing, beading, adding images and letters, and adding hardware such as grommets,
snaps, jewels, and more. The second section of the book includes 30 altered clothing
and accessory projects the avid crafter can make at home. Step-by-step photography
details the techniques, and large, vibrant color photos of finished projects show off the
fashionable projects. The book is filled with accessible, idea-inspiring projects for
people interested in creating their own look.
For quilters of all stages, this text provides information and advice on quilting
treatments and the best way to quilt a single block or whole quilt that has been pieced
or appliqued. It features double wedding ring, log cabin and attic windows.
Beginners and seasoned crafters alike will find inspiration and instruction in this
definitive quilting resource that combines foundational techniques for quilting and fiber
art with tips and tricks for creating one-of-a-kind works of art. Showcased here are
some of the most popular topics, articles, and artists from past issues of Quilting Arts
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magazine, as well as new and fresh methods from today's most respected
contemporary quilt artists. Hands-on workshops introduce crafters to each facet of the
art-quilt trade--from creating abstract, pictorial, and landscape quilts to in-depth
techniques on surface design and stitching applications. Each chapter showcases
various art-quilting concepts and ends with quick creative exercises and tips
guaranteed to get both quilters and mixed-media artists creating with cloth right away.
Making gorgeous landscape quilts is easy with these step-by-step instructions.
This is a book for grownup quilters. It's a book for the many accomplished quilters who are not
looking for yet another project book with pages of detailed elementary instructions on how to
make someone else's quilt. Rather, it's intended for quilters who are seeking ideas and
inspiration for their own work. In my quilt related travels, I've had the pleasure of meeting many
such veteran quilters. This book was also developed to help celebrate the 25th anniversary of
my Beaver Island Quilt Retreats (BIQR). Quilters who come to these retreats come with the
expectation that they will be provided with an abundance of ideas which will help them design
their own original work. The new works in this book were made specifically to provide ideas
and inspiration to support the 2008 BIQR theme of making abstract quilts in solids.
Profiles more than seventy modern quilters, offering step-by-step instructions on their
techniques and quilting projects.
Mix and Match Simple Shapes into Bold, Stylized Quilts. Learn to design and sew striking,
stylized quilts inspired by 1930s Art Deco style. Simple geometric shapes mix and match into
original, one-of-a-kind designs. Complete instructions for a sample quilt take you step by step
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through planning, designing, and piecing your quilt. Includes photo gallery of 11 stunning quilts
created by student quilters, plus a visual history of Art Deco style and architecture. Make a
bold artistic statement with your own one-of-a-kind Art Deco quilt. Mr. Quilt shows you how to
create a masterpiece, from choosing the right fabrics for an authentic Art Deco look to
estimating yardage, cutting fabric and planning your piecing.
Let Mother Nature inspire your quilting with this guide full of inspiring ideas, techniques, and
tips from the acclaimed fabric and quilt designer. Following the success of her Free-Motion
Quilting Idea Book and Rulerwork Quilting Idea Book, Amanda Murphy shares an all-new
volume packed with exciting designs. This handy guide provides more than one hundred
original ideas inspired by the elements around you—water, air, feathers, ferns, leaves, sticks,
stones, flowers, and fire. Amanda’s step-by-step instructions will help you gain confidence in
your free-motion work. Then she offers a myriad of ideas organized by element and design
type for you to you branch out and get creative. With Organic Free-Motion Quilting Idea Book,
you can add texture, movement, and a sense of the natural world to your quilting, whether
you're sewing on a domestic sewing machine or a longarm.
Continue your art quilting journey with Jean Wells in this follow up to Intuitive Color & Design.
Embrace the process of developing your skills and trusting your intuition with 9 classroomtested design assignments that help you develop distinctive work. Jean provides you with new
guidelines and exercises to hone your natural intuitive skills, then she encourages you to
express yourself! Learn how to recognize those “big ideas” that become inspirational starting
points for your art. Packed with inspiring quilt images, this book walks you through effective
approaches to art quilting from journaling your ideas to unifying your design.
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Arts and Crafts.
For Heather Jones, inspiration can be anywhere. For her debut book, Quilt Local, she
designed a collection of 20 quilts, each inspired by objects and places close to home—country
roads, cityscapes, street signs—the landscape of her existence. Then, in a fascinating exercise
in color theory and design play, she reworked each one in a second palette to show what a
striking difference just a few basic changes can make. Pattern by pattern, Jones takes readers
behind the scenes of her process, sharing photographs of her sources of inspiration,
sketchbook pages, and the finished quilts. In addition, she offers an accessible lesson in color
theory as it applies to quiltmaking.

Celebrate the first 10 years of the groundbreaking Quilting Arts magazine with The Best
of Quilting Arts, a collection of the best articles, projects, and techniques. Pokey Bolton,
founder of Quilting Arts magazine, has compiled the most popular articles that have
inspired quilters and artists alike to move beyond the basics of art quilting and reexplore machine and hand stitching, fabric embellishment, surface design, and more.
Inside you'll find: Quilt art techniques from fabric collage and applique to resist dyeing,
stamping, and foiling. Machine-stitching and thread-painting tips and tutorials from
award-winning art quilters. Ideas and advice for the professional quilt artist. An array of
binding and stitching techniques to make your art quilt stand out. Methods for making
realistic representational art quilts, including portraits of pets and people. Whether
you're making your first art quilt or are a seasoned quilt artist eager to enhance your
designs, you'll find endless instruction and inspiration in The Best of Quilting Arts.
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This comprehensive how-to book explores all the concepts and techniques involved in
creating art quilts, including composition and design; making whole-cloth, pieced, and
appliquéd art quilts; fabric manipulation and surface design; quilting/stitching;
embellishing; and working in a series. Readers will find easy access to information with
step-by-step directions and hundreds of full-color photos for clear understanding. Easy
projects provide opportunities for the reader to try the techniques, and galleries of art
quilts by various fabric artists offer beautiful examples and enticing inspiration.
Make treasured art quilts from bits of cloth, stitched motifs, and painted details. This
visual, step-by-step guide to art quilting shares techniques, checklists, and work-along
projects using 8 design guides.
Whether a quilter or a collector, a craft-lover or an art enthusiast, 1000 Quilt Inspirations
is sure to inspire your admiration and appreciation of the art of quilting.
Take the guesswork out of free-motion quilting with 155 fresh ideas, each handpicked
for a specific space on a quilt. Popular author Amanda Murphy pairs unique free-motion
designs with 30 well-loved quilt blocks, such as the Sawtooth Star and Drunkard’s
Path. Pick and choose elements from each chapter (borders, sashing, motifs, and
more) for an artful finish! This must-have reference includes an inspiring gallery of
quilts, expert advice on domestic and longarm quilting, and complete instructions for a
table runner project to hone your skills.
“Stunning . . . packed with inspiration and practical advice to help quilters of all abilities
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create unique abstract art quilts from photographs and images.” —Pretty Patches Take
the first steps to becoming an art quilter with popular teacher and bestselling author
Katie Pasquini Masopust. Starting with an inspiration image, choose fabrics to create
your own artistic log cabin quilts. Learn to navigate visual pathways and composition,
applying easy techniques and experimenting with color. Student work is showcased to
prove that anyone can create an art quilt! Design and make your masterpiece with
freeform log cabin blocks using this versatile method. “As she demonstrates, a simple
log cabin block can become a rich and dynamic fiber art statement through inspired use
of color, fabric choices and placement.” —Generation Q Magazine “Her method is sure
to result in something that is personal, unique and very satisfying.” —Down Under
Textiles “This is a fascinating approach to creating original designs with traditional
piecing methods.” —Machine Quilting Unlimited
Offers modern reinterpretations of twenty traditional quilt designs, including basket
weave, wagon wheel, and a Hawaiian-style appliquâe, along with information on each
one's history, patterns, and an overview of technique.
This essential book for all quilters and quilt collectors tells the fascinating story of
quilting around the world, illuminated by the international quilt community’s top experts
and more than 300 glorious color photographs. Covering Japan, China, Korea, and
India; England, Ireland, France, and The Netherlands; Australia, Africa, Central
America, North America, and beyond, Quilts Around the World explores both the
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diversity and common threads of quilting. Discover Aboriginal patchwork from Australia,
intricate Rallis from the Middle East, Amish and Hawaiian quilts from the United States,
Sashiko quilts from Japan, vivid Molas from Central America, and art quilts from every
corner of the globe. Also included are twenty patchwork and applique patterns to use in
your own quilt projects, inspired by designs from the world’s most striking quilts.
Through collages in text and art, the child is brought to the conclusion that the most perfect
machine is a human being.
Take the first steps to becoming an art quilter with popular teacher and best-selling author
Katie Pasquini Masopust. Starting with an inspiration image, choose fabrics to create your own
artistic log cabin quilts. Learn to navigate visual pathways and composition, applying easy
techniques and experimenting with color. Student work is showcased to prove that anyone can
create an art quilt! Design and make your masterpiece with freeform log cabin blocks using this
versatile method.
In this updated edition of best-selling Intuitive Color & Design, Jean's workshop assignments
get your creative juices flowing, giving you challenges to expand your quilting horizons. Start
by learning to see line and color; study the nuts and bolts of design; develop your color work
and composition; and when you get stuck, there's expert advice on problem solving. Design
and piece spectacular, free-form quilts you'd never have guessed you could create!
Capture the personality of your pets by transforming your photos into creative fabric collage
portrait quilts. Fully illustrated (in color), Pet Portrait Art Quilts shows you how to create unique
art quilt animal portraits using fused appliqué and free-motion stitch. These fabric collage
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portrait quilts are easy to make, regardless of experience in art quilting, appliqué, free-motion
stitching, or photography. In Pet Portrait Art Quilts, you'll discover: Chapter 1: Discover your
style. Learn how to unlock your personal style. Chapter 2: The key to great fabric collage
portraits. Discover how to understand light, shadow, and value. Also, find out what goes into
creating a good composition. Chapter 3: Color. Learn all about color, color schemes, and how
to select fabric for your collage. Chapter 4: Equipment and Supplies. Most of the things you
need are probably already right there in your sewing room! This chapter gives a
comprehensive list. Chapter 5: Choosing a photo. Discover what is important, and what is not,
in photo selection. Chapter 6: Prepare your photo: Simple editing. Learn how to quickly edit
images, without the need for complicated computer programs. Chapter 7: Picture to Pattern. A
step-by-step guide to easy pattern creation you can do at home. Chapter 8: Collage
construction. A simple technique for assembling your collage. Chapter 9: Creating a
background. How to create a complementary background for your animal portrait quilt. Chapter
10: Stitching techniques. Discover the different options you have for stitching your design.
Chapter 11: Binding and finishing. Traditional and contemporary methods for binding and
displaying art quilts. Appendix A: Fused appliqué fundamentals. A quick guide to the fused
appliqué technique (and how to do it). Appendix B: Guide to stitching options. A handy
reference guide to stitching. Appendix C: The Value Scale. Contains a copy of the Value Scale
to photocopy, or how to make your own with paper, a ruler, and a pencil. If you want a simple,
versatile technique to create unique fabric collage pet portraits, you'll love this fully illustrated
book! Learn all the necessary skills to make pet or animal portrait art quilts in any style you
choose. Once you know the fundamentals, this fabric collage method can be applied to any
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portrait style, including 'people' portraits, as well as landscapes, floral designs, or abstracts.
Perfect for beginners or those with some experience in art quilting. There are no prerequisites
for getting started! Scroll to the top and click the BUY button now.About the Author Australian
textile artist, author, teacher, and musician, Deborah Wirsu, shares how to make creative art
using fabric and thread. She offers inspiration, ideas, easy-to-follow advice, and informative
tips, tutorials and online classes. Early forays into sewing, textile arts, and crafts led to a
fascination with creating visually appealing artworks using surprisingly easy-to-master
technqiues. As a successful author, and with over 17 online classes, Deborah's passion for
writing and teaching online has allowed her to reach out to thousands of readers and students
worldwide through her books and online academy.
CORETTA SCOTT KING AWARD WINNER • CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK • A NEW YORK
TIMES BEST ILLUSTRATED BOOK Acclaimed artist Faith Ringgold seamless weaves fiction,
autobiography, and African American history into a magical story that resonates with the
universal wish for freedom, and will be cherished for generations. Cassie Louise Lightfoot has
a dream: to be free to go wherever she wants for the rest of her life. One night, up on “tar
beach,” the rooftop of her family’s Harlem apartment building, her dreams come true. The
stars lift her up, and she flies over the city, claiming the buildings and the city as her own. As
Cassie learns, anyone can fly. “All you need is somewhere to go you can’t get to any other
way. The next thing you know, you’re flying among the stars.”
Get inspired to learn new techniques with this gorgeous how-to guide! Written for new and
seasoned fiber artists alike, this all-in-one resource includes everything you need to create oneof-a-kind art quilts and more. Peppered with gorgeous imagery and expert advice, The Quilting
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Arts Idea Book will help you hone your skills while enjoying the creative process. Inside you'll
find: • Step-by-step tutorials for everything from surface design and mixed media techniques to
themed quilts featuring people, pets, landscapes, and more, as well as projects to make
for--and with--friends. • Inspiring project galleries with graphic designs, festival favorites, and
featured projects showcasing techniques from the book to show you the variety of items you
can make with your new skills. • Articles on finding inspiration and nurturing creativity as well
as tips and advice from artists and contributors invite you to become an active maker in the art
quilting community. Whether you're just getting started or looking to up your skill set, The
Quilting Arts Idea Book has everything you need to make your quilting arts dreams a reality.
Admire large, color photographs of the best modern quilting has to offer—more than 200 quilts
curated by the Modern Quilt Guild. From the Amish and Gee’s Bend to the first use of the
word "modern” in quilting, trace the history of modern quilts and learn about hallmarks of the
genre in a concise retrospective. This beautiful hardcover book celebrates the genre, honoring
its past, present, and future.
Celebrate the first 10 years of the groundbreaking Quilting Arts magazine with The Best of
Quilting Arts, a collection of the best articles, projects, and techniques. Pokey Bolton, founder
of Quilting Arts magazine, has compiled the most popular articles that have inspired quilters
and artists alike to move beyond the basics of art quilting and re-explore machine and hand
stitching, fabric embellishment, surface design, and more. Inside you'll find: • Quilt art
techniques from fabric collage and applique to resist dyeing, stamping, and foiling. • Machinestitching and thread-painting tips and tutorials from award-winning art quilters. • Ideas and
advice for the professional quilt artist. • An array of binding and stitching techniques to make
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your art quilt stand out. • Methods for making realistic representational art quilts, including
portraits of pets and people. Whether you're making your first art quilt or are a seasoned quilt
artist eager to enhance your designs, you'll find endless instruction and inspiration in The Best
of Quilting Arts.

This is Art Quilting 101 in a book! Patricia Bolton, founder and editor-in-chief of Quilting
Arts Magazine, has assembled some of the most popular topics, articles, and artists
from past issues of Quilting Arts Magazine - plus innovative new techniques offered by
today's most respected contemporary quilt artists - in this definitive art-quilting
technique and inspiration book. Inside, readers will find everything art-quilt related, from
art and design principles for quilters to in-depth techniques for surface design and
embellishment. Each chapter showcases various art quilting concepts along with stepby-step photos of every technique. Stunning art quilts by the world's leading quilt artists
are shown throughout the book for endless inspiration.
Capture nature's beauty, light, and luminosity in your quilts! Discover how to create an
Impressionistic masterpiece from 2" squares of floral fabrics.
Using the well-established methods and styles of the centuries-old handicraft, art quilts
combine fabrics and other materials to create innovative, stunning, and contemporary
results. Art Quilt Collection profiles several artists in the field-many of them awardwinning-along with their creations, showing readers the step-by-step process by which
scraps of fabric become vibrant works of art. Readers will be inspired to experiment
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with quilting techniques and create their own unique pieces.
Exploring Dimensional Quilt Art takes quilters above and beyond the surface with
innovative techniques for raising surfaces and creating three-dimensional fabric
structures. Discover how to incorporate these expressive effects into your quilting, from
the simplest textured quilt to elaborate twisted and embellished structures, including
vessels and hanging installations. Popular quilt artist C. June Barnes explores various
folding, gathering, pleating, stuffing, padding, shrinking, and layering techniques. You'll
also achieve intriguing depths to your quilts when you learn how to manipulate the
surface of the quilted plane by constructing objects through various means. Journey
through this one-of-a-kind guide and learn how to create your own trendy effects while
discovering the secrets of how these sometimes impossible-looking structures are
created. Invaluable technical construction tips and a wealth of inspiration from Barnes
and some of the world's leading quilt artists offer you a complete exploration. This book
is the essential reference guide for a broad spectrum of quiltmakers.
Create a quilt that is uniquely yours! Award-winning quilter Heather Black demystifies
the design process with easy-to-understand tips and basic quilt math for modern
makers. Learn to spot and jot down ideas from everyday life, sketching your quilt
inspirations on simple graph paper. Take your quilt designs from ordinary to energetic
with practical advice to create movement and depth. Achieve color balance, choose the
right fabrics to pull off your pattern, and add custom quilting to elevate the impact of
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your quilt. Whether this is your first time to strike out on your own or you’ve made quilts
from scratch before, this book will help you identify your likes and dislikes and freshen
your approach to modern quilt design. Also included are three modern quilts with fullsize patterns that you can take straight to the sewing machine!
When piecing just won’t cut it, fusing is the answer! Circles, triangles, curved edges,
lines—with no seams to sew, no shape is off limits. Award-winning fiber artist Sue
Bleiweiss introduces you to modern quilt design, with an intro to fusible fabric art and
seven satisfying appliqué projects to help you realize the freedom of fusing. Enjoy freemotion quilting advice for a flawless finish; learn how to write an artist’s statement; and
get tips on how to dye your own gorgeous fabrics. If you can imagine it, you can quilt it!
Embrace your space! The professional organizers and editors of Studios magazine give
you the tools to create your own one-of-a-kind artistic environment in this best-of
compilation. Learn how to find space in your home, whittle down your stash, and get
tips on maximizing your storage and organization. Experts will also show you how to
repurpose furniture, recyclables, and vintage items to establish a space with function
and personality. Inside the Creative Studio offers imaginative and unique solutions for
every lifestyle, regardless of money, time, or space. Artists and crafters of all
types--quilters, fiber artists, mixed-media artists, jewelry makers, sewists, painters, and
more--share their stories, tips, and images of putting together their customized creative
spaces. From spacious oases to cute and compact retreats, each studio offers
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countless inspirational ideas. With some of the best articles and creative inspiration
from Studios magazine, Inside the Creative Studio offers everything you need to know
to spend less time making your studio work and more time actually creating.
Create totally unique quilts for family and friends. Stunning inspirational photography
throughout Discover how to quilt and design with confidence. The Gentle Art of QuiltMaking is a charming, inspirational and practical collection of 15 quilts for would-be
quilters by leading author Jane Brocket. Theres a Russian Shawl Quilt, inspired by
traditional motifs of Russian folk art, a Floral Frocks Quilt inspired by summer dresses,
flower gardens and herbaceous borders and a Suits and Ties Quilt reusing sober
woollen suiting contrasting with extravagant silk ties designed in an Irish Chain. Finally,
a practical section covers all the knowledge you'll need from chainpiecing, hand-quilting
and sandwiching to binding, storage and caring for your quilt. Armed with the design
tools, you can embark on your quilting journey and begin creating your own personal
masterpiece.
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